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The main aims of the unit 

The main aim of this unit is for students to develop understanding of working with mixed materials and their ability to produce an accurate high quality finished product. 

Students are also reminded about the properties and characteristics of plastics and timbers as well as introduced to some properties of certain metals. Students will also 
experience some simple electronics and soldering.  

In this unit, students tackle a design and make assignment on the theme of a USB Desk Lamp. They use three different materials to produce their product and are 
reintroduced to tools and equipment during the manufacture that have been previously used in previous projects. The unit is seen as a full Design and Make assignment 
from research right through to evaluation. 

Values of the unit 

Pupils gain the knowledge, skills and understanding they need to carry out the project successfully through a range of practical tasks. They will: 

• Learn about working to a design brief. 

• Learn how to work with a tight set of restrictions, particularly material availability. 

• Learn how to use client feedback to inform designs. 

• Learn how to use oblique sketching. 

• Learn how to accurately mark out material using a template. 

• Learn how to use the vacuum forming machine. 

• Learn how to evaluate work at all stages of a project to ensure a successful finished outcome. 

• Develop practical skills such as marking out, drilling, sawing, finishing and assembling. 

• Learn how to use a wide range of tools and equipment safely and successfully.  

• Learn how to plan time effectively. 

 



 

The nature of the project 

All of the students will: 

 

• Make a USB Desk Lamp from one piece of timber (canary white or pine most likely), one strip of aluminium, one piece of HIP’s and some electronics including LED’s 
and resistors. 

• Learn about material properties. 

• Use the vacuum forming machine. 

• Become familiar with a variety of production methods. 

Cross-curricular links 

• Maths – Accurate measuring, using millimetres instead of centimetres. 

 

Activities Outcomes 

Set the pupils a task in which they: 

Use a range of manufacturing techniques such as measuring, marking out, 
hand-tools to cut materials safely and test for accuracy at key stages of 

production as well as assemble all finished component accurately and 
effectively. 

Setting the scene – USB Desk Lamp 

A manufacturing company is looking to develop a new lighting 
product to be used on a desktop. They would like the product to use 
USB power from a computer or charger.  The company already make 
similar products and would like to use as many “stock” parts as 
possible to reduce the costs in designing new parts for the lamp. 

Develop understanding and awareness of health and safety in the workshop. 

Use a range of restrictions to produce a final product.  

Produce a working finished prototype. 

Test, modify and make adjustments to improve performance throughout the 

manufacturing. 

 
 
Health and Safety 

Health and safety - during the making process, pupils should learn to recognise hazards, assess risks and take steps to control the risks to themselves and others. 

Pupils will also learn department rules for health and safety including wearing aprons for practical working and removing blazers and ties, wearing goggles when 

operating machinery etc.  


